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ABSTRACT. We define for any locally compact group G, the space of bounded

uniformly continuous functionals on 6, UCB(G), in the context of P. Eymard [Bull. Soc.

Math. France 92 (1964), 181-236. MR 37 #4208] (for notations see next section). For

u e A(G) let ir1 - [<t> 6 VN(G);4A(G)u] = 0).
Theorem. If for some norm separable subspace X C VN(G) and some positive definite

0 # u 6 A(G), UCB(G) C norm closure \W(G) + X + ux] then G is discrete. If G is

discrete then UCB(G) C AP(G) C W(G).

Introduction. A result of R. B. Burckel [13, p. 68] implies that if G is any locally

compact abelian group and W(G), UCB(G), C(G) are the spaces of bounded

weakly almost periodic, uniformly continuous, continuous, functions on the dual

6 of G, respecively, then W(G ) — C(G ) iff G is discrete. A different proof of this

same result is given in Ramirez-Dunkl [4, Corollary 6.5]. Our results in [7, p. 62]

imply an improved version of this statement, namely that if G is locally compact

abelian nondiscrete, then the quotient Banach space UC(G)/W(G) with the usual

quotient norm is not norm separable.

The Fourier algebra of G, A(G) and its dual VN(G) (none other than L°°(G) in

the abelian case) have been defined and extensively studied by P. Eymard in [6].

It is proved by Dunkl and Ramirez in [4, Corollary 6.4], that if G = YIT G„ is

the complete direct product of countably many nontrivial compact groups then

W(G) is a proper closed subspace of VN(G) (denoted J?°(G) in [4]. For the

definition of W(G) see next section.) This result is improved by Dunkl and

Ramirez in [15] to hold for any compact group and further improved by P. F.

Renaud in a recent paper [16], which was not available to us before sending the

present paper for publication, to hold for any locally compact group.

We define in the next section the space of bounded uniformly continuous

functionals on ù, UCB(G) C VN(G). It coincides with UCB(G) if G is locally

compact abelian and with J?°(G) = VN(G) if G is compact (then ô is discrete,

see [5]), as it should be.

Our main result, which improves all the above is
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Theorem 12. Let G be any locally compact group. For u E A(G) let ux

= {<p £ VN(G);<p[A(G)u] « 0}.

If for some positive definite nonzero u E A(G) and some norm separable subspace

X C VN(G)

UCB(G) C norm c\[W(G) + X + ux)

then G is discrete. If G is discrete then UCB(G) C AP(G) C W(G).

If G is an amenable locally compact group then W(G) C UCB(G). For

u E .4(G) let

W(G,u) = norm c\[W(G) + UCB(G) n u1].

For such groups one has

Corollary 13. If for some positive definite nonzero u E A(G) the Banach space

UCB(G)/W(G,u) (a fortiori UCB(G)/W(G)) with quotient norm is separable,

then G is discrete. If G is discrete then A P(G ) = W(G ) = UCB(G ).

We prove in the end the following theorem (see definitions in the next section)

which is analogous but not equivalent to Theorem 12.

Theorem 14. Let G be any amenable locally compact group and a E ¡^(G),

a > 0,fadx = 1. Let a± = {f E L°(G);(f,Lx(G) * a) = 0).IfUCBr(G) C
norm c\{W(G) + a1 + X] for some norm separable X C L°°(C) then G is

compact.

Notations, definitions and some remarks. We describe at first the essentials of

the construction of the Fourier algebra A(G) and its conjugate Banach space

VN(G) (which reduces to L°° (G ) in case G is abelian) for any locally compact

group G. This construction is due to P. Eymard [6] and is given here in concise

form.

Let G by any locally compact group with unit e and with left Haar measure dx.

If/» > 1 let U/H, = iS\fix)\pdx)x'Pjix) =nx^),r(x)=f(x-x) forxE G,
and Il/lia, = ess sup|/(jc)|. Let p denote the left regular representation of LX(G)

on L2(G), i.e. (pf)(g) = /* g for g E L2(G) (as in [8, p. 293, (20.14)]) and let
||/||p denote the operator norm of pf: L2(G) -* L2(G). Then ||/||p is a C* norm on

the convolution algebra LX(G).

Let A(G) = [g * h;g,h E L2(G)) with the norm

IML = sup{\f u(x)f(x)dx\;f E Lx(G);\\fl < lj.

Then (A(G), \\ \\A) under pointwise multiplication is a commutative Banach

algebra whose maximal ideal space is G. This is one of the important achieve-

ments of Eymard in [6] (see (2.6), Io, p. 192; p. 218; p. 222, Theorem 3.34).
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In all that follows we will write ||m|| instead of \\u\\A for u E A(G). For abelian

G, A(G) is none other than the algebra [Ff;f E Ll(G)}, where F denotes Fourier

transform, with norm ||F/|| = ||/||], i.e. the usual Fourier algebra of G.

We describe now VN(G), (denoted J^(G) for compact G in [5]). The W*-

algebra of all bounded linear operators T: L2(G) -* L2(G) which commute with

convolution from the right by continuous functions with compact support,

equipped with the usual operator norm on L2(G), is denoted by VN(G) [6, p. 210].

VN(G) is identified with the conjugate of the Banach space A(G) by:

T E VN(G) is identified with the linear functional <pT on A(G) given by: If

f,gEL2(G) then: <pr[(/* g)] = </>r(g */v) = (Tf,g) (inner product in

L2(G)). Then ||<pT|| = ||7l| (operator norm) and A(G)* = {<t>T;T E VN(G))

(see [6, p. 210]). (If A' is a normed space X* will always denote its conjugate.) The

space A(G) is in fact the predual of the W*-algebra VN(G) [6, p. 212]. We will

identify <pr with T E VN(G ) and write T(ü) or Tu instead of <¡>r(") (we never use

the notation Tu as in [6, p. 213]).

We note now the module action of A(G) on VN(G) given by: For u E A(G),

<f> E VN(G), (u • T)(v) = T(uv) for all v E A(G). One has ||u • 7l| < ||u|| ||r||

[6, p. 224].
The set of all <p E VN(G) for which the operator from A(G) to VN(G) given

by u -» i» • <p is weakly compact [compact] is denoted by W(G ) [A P(G )], the

weakly almost periodic [almost periodic] functionals in VN(G) (see Dunkl and

Ramirez [4, Definition 2.1, Proposition 2.2, and Chapters 7,8]).

Definition.LetA(G) ■ VN(G) = [u • <b;u E A(G),<f> E VN(G)}and UCB(G)

- norm closure {/1(G) • VN(G)). The space UCB(G) is said to be the set of

bounded uniformly continuous functionals of VN(G).(2)

The justification for this definition is the following: If G is abelian and

<p E LX(G) and u E A(G) then u ■ <p = (Fuf * <p (Dunkl and Ramirez [4,

Chapter 1]). Thus A(G) ■ VN(G) = L)(G) * LK(G) = UCB(G), the algebra of
bounded uniformly continuous functions on ô (see Hewitt and Ross [9, p. 283]).

If G is compact, not necessarily abelian, then A(G) has an identity (1 E L2(G)

and 1*1 = 1); hence A(G) ■ VN(G) = VN(G) as it should be since ô is

discrete (see [5]).

If G is any amenable locally compact group (as in [12, p. 29]) then we prove

that A(G) • VN(G) is necessarily norm closed. We do not have an example of a

group, for which this is not the case.

Let P(G) denote all positive definite continuous functions on G and PX(G)

= P(G) n [u E A(G);u(e) = 1}. We make extensive use of the set PX(G).

(2) Thanks are due to C. Herz for the following observation: UCB(G) is always a linear space.

In fact AC(G) = {u e A(G) with compact support ) is dense in A(G); hence AC(G) ■ VN(G) is norm

dense in UCB(G). If 1¡, ¡Ç 6 VN(G) and «,, u2 e AC(G) let F = supp u, U supp h2 and F C O be

open with compact closure. Let u G A(G) satisfy 0 < u < 1, u(F) « 1, u = 0 oñO [6, p. 208]. Then

u, Tx + u2T2 - «(a, Tx + u2T2) G AC(G) ■ VN(G). Thus UCB(Ô) = norm cl AC(G) ■ VN(G) is a

linear space.
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If (A,t) is a locally convex space and A C A then t cl A denotes the r-closure

of A in A. If (A, A1) are locally convex spaces in duality then o(X,Xx) is the

weakest locally convex topology on X which makes all linear functionals in A1

continuous.

If A is a normed space A* always denotes its conjugate. er(A,A*) [o(A*,A)]

are the weak (w) [weak* (w*)] topology on A [A*].

We follow the notations of [6] unless specified otherwise.

G is said to be an amenable locally compact group if there is some

i// £ L<°(G)* such that i¡> > 0, xßl) = 1 and >K<Í> */) = ¥<î) for all/ e L°°(G)
and all <b E LxiG) with <b > 0, f <t>dx = 1. Denote by TLIM (G) the set of all
such \}/ E LxiG)*. Any compact G or any locally compact abelian G is amenable

(see [12] for these and more).

Denote by UCBr(G), W(G) the right uniformly continuous, weakly almost

periodic continuous, bounded complex valued functions on G, respectively, with

sup norm. (Thus/ E UCBr(G) iff for any e > 0 there is some neighborhood V

of the unit e such that \f(vx) - f(x)\ < e for each v E V and x E G.)

Proposition 1. Let G be an amenable locally compact group. Then W(G)

C UCB(G) = norm c\(A(G) ■ VN(G)) = A(G) ■ VN(G).

Proof. By H. Leptin's theorem [10], A(G) has an approximate unit ea with

||ea|| < 1. Let </> G W(G). Then ea • <b -» </> in the w* topology of VN(G) (i.e.

o[VN(G),A(G)]). But by [4, Proposition 2.2 and Chapter 8] there is some

rp' E VN(G ) and a subnet such that eaf • <b -* <p' weakly (i.e. in weak topology

of VN(G) as a Banach space). Thus <¡> = <t>' and since the weak and norm closure

of A(G) ■ VN(G) are the same one has W(G) C UCB(G).

As for the equality UCB(G) = A(G) ■ VN(G) we note the following:

(AiG), || ||) is a Banach algebra with a bounded left approximate unit and VN(G)

is a left Banach A(G)-modu\e (as in [9, p. 263, (32.14)], see also [6, p. 225]). By

the factorisation theorem [9, (32.22), p. 268], A(G) ■ VN(G) is norm closed,

which finishes this proof.

Proposition 2. Let G be a discrete group. Then UCB(G ) C A P(G ) C W(G ). If

G is amenable and discrete then UCB(G) = AP(G) = W(G).

Proof. For a E G let 1„ be the function whose value is one on a and zero

otherwise. By Eymard [6, (3.2), p. 208], \a E A(G).

We prove at first that for any <p E VN(G), la • tp 6 AP(G).

Let /, g E A(G) and define lx: A(G) -» A(G) by (¡xu)(y) = u(xy) and by

/ E VN(G ) the identity operator. When / is regarded as a linear functional on

A(G) [6, (3.10), p. 210] one has, for u E A(G), I(u) = u(e) where eECis the

identity of G. (By [6, (3.11), p. 210] if t/_=/* g then <p,(t.v) = (//,g) = (/,g)

and uie) = (/• g)v(e) = /• g(e) = f g(y)f(y)dy = (/,g). Thus $,(") - u(e)

for a norm dense subspace of A(G) and since both sides are continuous in the
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norm of A(G) [6, p. 210], <f>,(u) = u(e) = I(u) for all i» E A(G).) One has

[g • (U • *)](/) - <t>(g(a)f(aK) = g(a)<p(\a)f(a) = g(a)<p(\tt)[(l*a I)f],

i.e.

g-(\a-<p) = [g{a)<p(\a)v:i,

and if ||g|| < 1 then g ■ (la • <p) E {al* I; \a\ < |<p.(la)|} the latter being a bound-

ed one dimensional subset of VN(G). Thus the map from A(G) to VN(G) given

by g -* g ■ (la • <>) is a compact linear operator so la • <p G A P(G ).

If go = 2" «, la, then g0 • </> = 2" «iOa.^) is a linear combination of compact

linear operators, hence is a compact operator [2, p. 486]. Thus, for any

g0 E A(G), with compact (in fact finite) support and any <p E VN(G), g0 • <b

E AP(G). Let now g0 E A(G) be arbitrary and g„ E A(G) with compact

support be such that ||g0 - g„|| -> 0 (see [6, p. 208, (3.4)]). If <¡> E VN(G) and

v,u E A(G), ||t»|| < 1 and ||v|| < 1,

\(V ■ [(gn - go) • *])«!  =  M&. - go)uv)\  <  U\\ \\gn - g01| - 0.

Thus g„ • <p -» g0 ■ <f> in the operator (uniform) norm (as operators from A(G)

to KA^G)). Since norm limits of compact operators are compact [2, p. 486],

g0 • <i> E A P(G ). But AP(G) is a norm closed subspace of KA^G) [4, Theorem 7.2

and Chapter 8]. Thus for any discrete G,

UCB(G) = norm cl[A(G)VN(G)] C AP(G) C W(G).

If G is addition amenable then apply Proposition 1.

The following proposition is in the folklore and follows from I. Namioka [17,

Theorem 4.3].

Proposition 3. Let B be a W*-algebra and S [SN] the set of [ultraweakly

continuous = normal] states on B. Then SN is w* dense in S.

Corollary 4. PX(G) = P(G) n {u E A(G);u(e) = 1} is w* dense in the set of

all states on VN(G).

Proof. The set Px (G ) coincides with the set of ultraweakly (i.e. normal) states

on VN(G) (see Eymard [6, p. 212 in the proof of (3.15) and (2.6), 2°, p. 193]).

Definition. Let S = {0 < yp E VN(G)* ; <K/) = 0 be the set of states on the

W*-algebra VN(G).

The element yp E S is said to be a topological invariant mean (TIM) if

\P(u ■ <p) = »/<<;>) for all u E PX(G) and <p E VN(G). The set of all TIM's on

VN(G) is denoted by TIM (G). The justification for this definition is as follows:

If G is a locally compact abelian group with dual group G and/ E A(G) and

<p e L°(G) = VN(G) then/- <p = (F/)v * <i> where F denotes Fourier trans-

form (see Dunkl and Ramirez [4, Chapter 1]). Furthermore if / E PX(G) then
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(Ff) G LX(G) is nonnegative of Ü(G) norm one. In this case, for \¡> to be TIM

on VN(G) just means that \p(g * <¡>) = \pi<f>) for all 0 < g E LX(G) of norm one

and all <p G L°(G), which agrees with the usual definition of a topological

invariant mean as in Greenleaf [12].

If m G A(G) let /„: VN(G) -» VN(G) be defined by tu(<¡>) = « • <p (i.e. the
module action of /1(G) on VN(G) [6, p. 224]) and Tu: VN(G)* -* VN(G)* be the
adjoint of tu, i.e. (Tu\p)<j> = \p(tu<t>). Note that /„ is the adjoint of the operator

tx : A(G) -* A(G), tx(v) = uv. Also, <// G TIM (G) iff t// G 5 and Tui> = t// for
all« G P,(G).

We note that [tx ; u E PX(G)) is a commutative semigroup of operators since

'i! 't! = 'i/ for m, f G Pi (G ). (P| (G ) is closed under pointwise multiplication. This

follows from [6, proof of (2.16), p. 197] and the definition of Pi(G).) Therefore

[tu;u E P|(G)} and {Tu;u E P\(G)} will be commutative semigroups of opera-

tors.

Part (a) of the following proposition is due to Renaud [16, p. 287] while part

(b) is due to Dunkl and Ramirez [4, Chapter 2, Theorem 2.11, and Chapter 8].

The proofs of these results given in [4] and [16] are pretty difficult in that they

use the concept of ergodicity of a semigroup, an Eberlein ergodic theorem, the

fact that each primary ideal in A(G) is maximal, the notion of support

p G VN(G) and some of its properties, in adition to a Beurling type theorem,

Corollary 2, (4.11) of Eymard [6, p. 229]. Our proof of (a) is a trivial application

of the Markov-Kakutani fixed point theorem while that of (b) is much simpler

and shorter than the one in [4] besides, requiring only the basic tools of

functional analysis.

The nonnegative linear functional ■// on W(G) with ^(1) = 1 is a TIM on W(G)

if \f>iu ■ <p) = »K«i>) for all u E P,(G) and <J> G WiG). That u ■ W(G) C W(G)
for all u E P,(G) (i.e. that WiG) is a submodule of VN(G)) is proved in [4,

Theorem 2.6], or directly.

Proposition 5. Let G be any locally compact group. Then:

(a)TIM(G) *0.

(b) There exists a unique $ E W(G)* such that \ftl) = 1 and\(itu<b) = \pi<t>)for

allu E PxiG)and<t> E WiG).

Proof. The set S of states on KA(G) is w* compact and convex. If u E PxiG)

then TuiS) C S, since uPxiG) C P,(G) and by Corollary 4. By the Markov-

Kakutani fixed point theorem [2, p. 456] there exists some ifV0 G S such that

Tu^o = »r-o for all u E PxiG). Thus i//0 G TIM (G) # 0, which proves (a).

The restriction of tp0 to WiG) is a TIM on W(G). Keep i//0 fixed and let ua be a

net in Px (G ) such that <b(ua ) -» ifoOp) for all <p G VN(G ). Let \¡/x be a continuous

linear functional on W(G) such that ^(7) = 1 and ^,(m • <p) = t//,(<p) for all

u G PxiG),<b G WiG) and let c = ^oOpo)- Then

('«.4>o)(k) = (i«</>o)(«a) -» 4>o(tu<h) = c - cuie) = (c/)(k)
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for u E PX(G). Thus t^^cl in the w* topology of VN(G). But {tu^,u

E PX(G)} is relatively weakly compact; hence tUa<p-*cI weakly (i.e. in

o(VN(G), VN(G)*)) which implies that ci is in the norm closure of the convex

set {tu<h>;u E PX(G)}. Therefore uV,(«f>o) = <M'u<í>o) = cxpx(I) = «toOfe)- Thus

ipx = yp0 on W(G) which finishes this proof.

The following proposition is known and is a trivial application of [6, p. 207,

(3.1) and p. 218].

Proposition 6. Let G be a separable metric locally compact group. Then A(G) is

norm separable.

Definition. For u E A(G) let u^ = [<b E VN(G);<f>(vu) = 0 for all v

G A(G)}.

Theorem 7. Let G be a separable metric locally compact group. If, for some

u E PX(G) and some norm separable subspace X C VN(G ),

UCB(G) C  7I07-77I c\[W(G) + X + w1]

then G is discrete.

Remark. W(G) can be replaced by any submodule Y C VN (G ) which admits

a unique TIM.

Proof. Let {u„} be a norm dense sequence in PX(G). If yp E VN(G)* satisfies

TUnyp = yp for all n then %yp = yp for all v E PX(G), as readily seen.

Denote now K = {vu;v E PX(G)} C PX(G) [6, p. 197] and identify PX(G)

with its image in VN(G)*. If <p E ux then <p(ivi<) = 0 for all v E PX(G).

Therefore, for all yp E w* cl K, yp(<b) = 0 for all <p E u-1.

Choose and fix now some \p0 E {w* cl K} n TIM (G ). (Such yp0 exists since

w* cl A is a w* compact convex set of states on VN(G) which is invariant with

respect to the commutative semigroup of w* continuous operators {T„;v

E PX(G)}. Apply the Markov-Kakutani theorem [2, p. 456].)

Let <p„ be a norm dense sequence in X and let ypQ(<¡>„) = a„. Consider

A = {w* cl K)n{ypE VN(G)*;(tx, - Ix)**yp = O.^tpJ = an}

where /' : A(G) -» A(G) is the identity. Note that (»,!. - /')** = TUii- I* where

/* is the identity on VN(G)*. By the above observations it follows that

A = [w* cl K}n{ypE TIM (G );«/<<*>„) = «„,"> !}•

Hence yp0 E A. Moreover.4 = {yp0}. In fact, if ypx E A then ypx(ux) = 0, ypx = yp0

on X since they agree on a dense subspace and ypx = yp0 on W(G), by Proposition

5(b). Our assumption implies that \px = \p0 on UCB(G) = nórmela (G)

• F7V(G). If <p e VN(G) is arbitrary and f G PX(G) then ^,(<p) - uV,(f • </>)

= tp0(" • <í>) = »PoteX i-e- <Po = Vl and ̂  = {yp0}.
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Apply now our Corollary (1.3) on p. 21 of [7]. It follows that i//0 G A D w*

seq. cl A, i.e. that for some sequence vn E K C PX(G) and all <i> G VN(G),

4>(vn) ~* *Poi<P)- Thus v„ is weak Cauchy sequence in A(G). By a theorem of Sakai

[14] (see also [1]) the predual of a lf*-algebra is weakly sequentially complete.

There is hence some v0 G A(G) such that <p(t>0) = tfoOp) for all <p G VN(G).

Since tfo G TIM (G) it follows that for all v G PX(G) and <p G VN(G); <p(w0)

= <p(i>o). Thus

(**) vv0 = vo = v(e)v0   for all v E PX(G).

But Pi(G) linearly spans /1(G). Thus vv0 = v(e)v0 for all t/ G /1(G). Let

e ^ a E G and n be a compact neighborhood of e such that a G I'2. Let

v E A(G) satisfy 0 < v < 1, i/(jc) = 1 if x G V, v(x) = 0 if x G K2 [6, p. 208].

For this v one has vv0 = vQ. Thus v0(x) = 0 if x G K2, and since K was arbitrary

"o = v0(e)le E A(G). But n,^0 since I(v0) = t/-0(/) = 1. Thus le E A(G) is a

continuous function, i.e. G is discrete.

Remarks. Let A C G be a normal compact subgroup of G, let G0 «■ G/A and

a: G —» G0 the canonical homomorphism. Let h: A(G0)—* A(G), (hf)(x)

= f(ox) for x E G and H = h* : VN(G) -* FA(G0). By Eymard [6, p. 217], A
is an isometric isomorphism of A(G0) onto the subalgebra AK of A(G) of all

m G A(G) which are constant on the cosets of G mod A. Moreover //[KA(G)]

= VN(G0) and // is an ultraweakly continuous homomorphism.

Proposition 8. (a) H[AK ■ VN(G)] = A(G0) ■ KA(G0) = {« • <J>; u G /K.G0),</>

G VN(G0)}.

(b)H[W(G)] C r(G0).

Proof, (a) Any k E AK can be written as k = A(m) for some « G A(G0)- If

m, t» G /1(G0) and <p G I>W(G) then //[(/it/) • <p](y) = <4(A«)(Aw)] = (H<b)(uv)

= [u • (//<i»)](t/), i.e.

(*) H((hu) ■ <b) = u ■ (//</,) e A(G0) ■ VN(G0).

Conversely, if i|* G VN(G0) then ip = H<b for some d> G VN(G). If t/, «

G ^l(Go) then

[u ■ t](v) = [u ■ H<b](v) = (H<b)(uv) = <b(hu)(hv) = [//(M • <b)](v)

so m • ̂  G H[AK • VN(G)] which completes (a).

(b) Let<p g W(G), BK = {uE AK(G); \\u\\ < 1}, B = {u E A(G),\\u\\ < I),

B0 = {v E A(G0); \\v\\ < 1}. Then, since h: A(G0) -* A(G) is an isometry h(B0)

= BK. Now

Bo ■ H(<b) = H[(hB0) ■ <?] = //[Ä^ • 4].

Hence, in order to prove that B0 • //(<j>) is relatively weakly compact it is enough

(since H is norm, hence w-w continuous) to prove that BK • <b is relatively weakly

compact in VN(G). But more than this statement is true. Since <p e W(G ) even

B • <f> relatively weakly compact, by the definition of W(G), and BK C B.
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Proposition 9. Let G be a compactly generated group [8, p. 35]. If for some norm

separable subspace X C VN(G) and some u E PX(G), UCB(G) C normc\[W(G)

+ X + ux ], then G is discrete.

Proof. t< is continuous and tends to 0 at oo [6, p. 210], hence is uniformly

continuous. Let V„ be neighborhoods of e with compact closure, such that

\u(xy) - h(x)| < 1/ti for all y G V„, x E G and in addition X(Vn) -» 0 where X is

left Haar measure. Such Vn exist, if G is not discrete. Let K C Of V„ be a compact

normal subgroup of G such that G0 = G/K is separable metric [8, p. 75]. Clearly

u E A(G) is constant on cosets of G mod K, thus u E AK and hence there is

some t»0 G A(G0) such that 7im0 = u (in the notation of Proposition 8). Let {<¡>k}

be norm dense in X and let X0 be the linear span of {H<j>k ; k > 1) in VN(G0). We

claim that

(*) UCB(G0) C norm cl^Go) + X0 + ajf ].

In fact let <f>0 G A(G0) ■ VN(G0) = H[AK ■ VN(G)] (Proposition 8). Let tf>

G AK • VN(G) be such that //<> = <p0. Then there exist sequences wk E W(G),

<j>„k and t;* G i»-1 such that wk + <b„k + % -> <b. Thus //wt + H<b„k + //17* -> fo.

Now Hwk E W(G0) (Proposition 8) and H<b„k E X0. We show that Hr¡k E u£ ;

then (*) will follow. In fact let n G kx and v0 E PX(GQ). Then (//t))(i/0i<0)

= r¡(hvQhuQ) = rj((hv0)u) = 0 since 7»f0 E A(G) and ij G t»1. Apply now Theo-

rem 7 to the separable metric group G0. Then G0 = G/K is discrete; thus K is

open in G. But X(K) = 0 since K C OK, which cannot be. Thus G is discrete.

Remarks. Let G, be an open subgroup of G If/is any function on Gx let/ be

the function of G equal to/on G, and zero otherwise. Define t: A(GX) -» .4(G)

by i« = i» and T = »* : KW(G) ̂  FAr(G,). Then by Eymard [6, p. 215] t is an
isometry and Tis onto (and ||r|| < 1).

Proposition 10. T[UCB(G)] = UCB(GX).

Proof. Let u E A(G), yp E VN(G). Define ru = »<|Ci = ux. Then r maps /1(G)

onto A(GX) [6, p. 215, (3.21), 2°] and ||t-|| < 1 [6, p. 199, (2.20), Io].

If i/, G A(GX) then T(u • yp)vx = yp(u(tvx)) = tKf("i"i)) = ("1 ' Txp)(vx), i.e.

(*) T(« • yp) = M, • (7^) G ^(G, ) • FAT(G, ).

Thus T(A(G) ■ VN(G)) = /f(G,) • VN(GX) since T is also onto. Since T is

continuous T[UCB(G)] C »JCÄ(G,).

Let now r* = /?. It is readily shown that for all vx E A(GX), <p, G VN(GX),

R(vx<h) = (tvx) ■ Rfr. In particular R[UCB(GX)] C UCB(G) since Ä is contin-

uous.

Now rt: A(GX) -» ^(G,) is the identity; hence TR: VN(GX) -» KA^(G,) is the

identity. Consequently Í7C5(G,) = T[R(UCB(GX))] C r[i/C5(G)] which fin-
ishes this proof.
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With the above notations we also have the

Proposition 11. T[W(G)] C W(GX) and T[AP(G)] C APiGx).

Proof. Let 5, = [u E v4(G,); ||«|| < 1}, B = [v E AiG); \\v\\ < 1}. If u E Bx,
tu = ù E B and if uV G WiG) then, by (*) of Proposition 10,

u • T$ = r(ti • tf.) G TiB ■ i//).

Since Tis w-w continuous [2, p. 422], T(B • ̂ ) is w relatively compact (since so

is B • \¡>) and since Bx • T$ C TiB • \¡¡) it follows that Bx ■ T$ is w relatively

compact, i.e. Tip G WiGx ). The same argument works to show the rest.

Theorem 12. Let G be any locally compact group. If for some norm separable

subspace X C VNiG) and some u E PxiG)

UCBiG) C norm cl[WiG) + X + ux]

then G is discrete.

Proof. Let U be a neighborhood of e with compact closure and Gx

= US0.-«, U". Let <p„ be a dense subset of A and <bx„ = T<¡>„ E VNiGx ). Let A, be

the linear span of {<f>x„} and let ux = u |C; G ^(GJ [6, p. 215]. It is clear that

m, (e) = 1 and ux is positive definite; thus u, G P] iGx ). We clam that

(*) UCBiÔx) C norm cl[H/(G,) + A, + «/■].

Let <p' G UCB(GX) and <p G t/C5(G) be such that T<p = <p'. Let wt

G H/(G ), <p„4, % G mx be sequences such that wk + <p„t + ijt -» <p. Then 7\vt

+ <i>Jt + Tt/^ -» <p' and Twt G H/(G!) by Proposition 11. It is enough hence to

show that Tt\k E «/-•

Lett/, G P(GX). Then

(TTfc)(f,H,) = nA(t5,M,) = 77*05, k) = 0

since -qk G u1 and ux = u |C| and t/p = fy, G /1(G).

By Proposition 9, Gx is discrete and open in G. Thus G is discrete.

Definition. If u E A(G) let

h/(G,k) = norm cl[If(G) + UCB(G) n ux).

Corollary 13. Let G be an amenable locally compact group and u E PX(G). If G

is not discrete then UCB(Ô)/W(G,u) (a fortiori UCB(G)/W(G)) is not norm

separable.
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Proof. W(G) C UCB(G) for amenable G, by Proposition 1. If X C UCB(G)
is a norm separable subspace then UCB(G) is not included in norm c\[W(G,u)

+ X], by Theorem 12. Thus the quotient Banach space UCB(G)/W(G,u) is not

norm separable (see, for example, [7, remark on p. 62] or prove directly).

Theorem 14. Let G be any amenable locally compact group and a E Li(G),

a > 0, with \\a\\ = 1. Let a-1 = {/ G L"(G);(/,£,(G) * a) - 0}. // UCBr(G)
C Tiorm cl[W(G) + a1 + A"] /or iome tiot-tti separable X C L°°(G) then G is

compact.

Proof. Our assumption implies that any real valued/ G UCBr(G) is a uniform

limit of functions w + g + x where w, g and x are real parts of functions in W(G),

ax, X. We can and hence shall assume that LX(G), UCBr(G), W(G) denote the

respective real valued function spaces while a, X denote the space of real parts

of functions in the above ax and X, respectively.

Assume at first that G is a-compact and let {/} be norm dense in X. Let

Q = {ß E L,(G);/5 > 0, ||jg|| = 1}. Let fa E [w* cl{ß * a}] D TLIM (G)
(where we identify Q* a with its image in LK(G)*). That such yp0 exists is an easy

consequence of J. C. S. Wong [Proc. Amer. Math. Soc. 27 (1971), 572-578,

Theorem 3.1] (or is proved directíy using the fixed point property [12, p. 55] and

an easy extension argument). Denote \po(fn) — aH. We claim that

W {«M = w* cl{Q * a) D [yp E TLIM (G);H - a„}.

Let \p belong to the right side. If / G a-1 then (f,Lx(G) * a) = 0; thus

(w* cl{ß • a},/) = 0. Hence y¡ia±) = 0 = \p0(a1). Since r¡> = tfo on W(G) (due

to uniqueness) and yp = \p0 on A, it follows that u^ = yp0 on UCBr(G ) and hence

on L°°(G) since both yp and «fo are TLIM's (as in [7, p. 63]). Thus (*) holds. Apply

now Theorm 5 of [7, p. 53]. Then G is compact.

Assume now that G is not a-compact. Let H be a noncompact, a-compact open

subgroup of G containing the support of a. Then // is amenable (see [12]). We

can and shall assume that the Haar measure on G is an extension of that on H.

UfEax then the restriction /1 H of / to H, satisfies /1 H E {g G L°°(H);

(g,L\(H) * a) = 0} = (a | //)""" C LX(H) (where a is now considered in

Li(//), ± is taken in L°(H) and * is convolution in L, (//)). We clam that

(**) UCBr(H) C norm cl{IT(//) + * | H + (a | //)} C L°°(//).

In fact if /o G UCBr(H), e > 0 let / G UCBr(G) be an extension of /o,

w G IK(G), A G A, g G ax C L°°(G) be such that \\f-(w + h + gJL < e.
Then ||/0 - (w | H + A | H + g | i¥)L < e in L°°(//). Now w\H E W(H) as

in [7, p. 64], h \ H E X \ H and g | H E (a \ H)L C V°(H), so (**) holds. By
the first part H is compact, which cannot be.
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Remarks. 1. The present theorem improves our theorem on p. 62 of [7]. While

the result in [7] can also be obtained using Ching Chou's results in Trans. Amer.

Math. Soc. 151 (1970), 443-456, the above Theorem 14 cannot.

2. For abelian G, Theorems 12 and 14 are equivalent. This is not the case for

nonabelian G.

3. The reader will note that UCBriG) = LxiG) * L*(G), as is well known,

which is in analogy to our UCB(G). We do not know whether the amenability of

G can be dropped in Theorem 14.
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